X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) as well as x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) and magnetization of hybrid pyrochlore Eu 2-x Fe x Ti 2 O 7 were investigated, where the rare earth Eu (4f) was 
The analysis yielded that the tetravalent Ti ions occupy octahedral sites with distorted O h symmetry which is triggered by the presence of vacant 8a anionic site adjacent to TiO 6 octahedra. However, the single ion spin freezing (T f ~35 K) appears to be suppressed with Fe substitution. Introduction
The study of geometrically frustrated pyrochlore materials has received much attention due to its variety of low temperature ground states which is associated to the geometry of the spin lattice leading to frustration among the local spin interactions [1] [2] [3] . As a consequence of frustration, the spins cannot attain a long range order at low temperature but freeze in a random manner or remain dynamic down to lowest possible temperatures giving rise to exotic ground states. These special low temperature states include spin liquid states [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , apparent spin glass like states [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , spin ice state [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and a state known as order by disorder [22] [23] etc. These intriguing states are decided by balancing the strong crystal field effect (CFE), dipolar interactions and exchange interactions. The basic structure of pyrochlore A 2 B 2 O 7 is a derivative of fluorite type (CaF 2 ) structure which has two cations but one eighth fewer anions (i.e. an unoccupied interstitial site 8a surrounded by four B 4+ cations) [24] [25] . The lattice parameter of the pyrochlore structure is double that of the fluorite structure. However, the pyrochlore structure is highly ordered as compared to fluorite where site disorder is present. It is often demonstrated as A 2 O ʹ .B 2 O 6 to express the interpenetrating network comprising of a cuprite-type tetrahedral net A 2 O ʹ along with corner-shared octahedra having composition of B 2 O 6 . An important parameter which decides the ordering of such A 2 B 2 O 7 structure is the co-ordination number. For, pyrochlore type structure, A (16d) and B (16c) ions are surrounded by 8 and 6 oxygen ions respectively while for fluorite type structure, B ions are prone to be in similar chemical surrounding like A ions (i.e. 8 O 2-ions). In the ordered pyrochlore structure, the 48f oxygen ions are surrounded by 2A and 2B ions, 8b oxygen site is surrounded by 4A ions and 8a oxygen site is surrounded by 4B ions. As the ionic radii of A and B cations come closer, the structure gradually transforms into anion disordered fluorite structure by the migration of some oxygen ions from 48f
(O1) and/or 8b(O2) sites to the vacant 8a sites. In the unit cell of pyrochlore Eu 2 Ti 2 O 7 , the magnetic rare earth ions Eu 3+ occupy 8 co-ordinate (16d) sites whereas the non-magnetic Ti 4+ ions occupy the six co-ordinate (16c) sites. Each Eu 3+ is surrounded by eight oxygen atoms, thus forming a trigonally distorted cube in which six O-atoms situated at 48f sites are lying on the equatorial plane of the cube while the rest two O-atoms (positioned at 8b) are lying diametrically opposite to each other along the <111> (D 3D ) axis. On the other hand, the Ti 4+ ions (positioned at 16c) are lying adjacent to the vacant anion sites 8a and forming a distorted octahedron by the oxygen ions situated at 48f sites [24] [25] .
Obviously, the magnetic properties of these materials are mainly manifested by the electronic configurations of the f rare earth ions R 3+ . Due to strong CFE, the ionic magnetic susceptibility of R 3+ ions differ along the D 3D axis and along the axis perpendicular to it, which eventually raises the single ion anisotropy (SIA) [26] . In spin ice materials which follow "ice rules", the rare earth spins are highly uniaxial along <111> direction due to strong crystal field (CF) splitting driven single ion anisotropy(SIA). As a consequence, a highly degenerate macroscopic ground state is observed at very low temperature (<4 K) for all spin ice materials. This happens because any state that follows "two in/two out" ice rule for all the tetrahedra is a ground state which leads to a huge number of degenerate low energy states [20] [21] 28] .Under this condition, the system cannot reach an ordered state by minimizing the dipolar interactions alone and hence ends up in a non-collinear, disordered and frozen state at very low temperature T<T ice ̴ 4 K. However, it is relevant here to mention that, of all the spin [29, 30] .
However, in our previous report on frustrated pyrochlore Eu 2 Ti 2 O 7 , we have reported a new prominent spin freezing at around T f ~35 K, a temperature which is highest reported so far for such spin freezing due to geometrical spin frustration [31] . It has been inferred that the observed spin freezing is purely caused by local geometrical spin frustration where the spins have crystal field driven single ion anisotropy (SIA) which offers them less freedom for movement. The observed spin freezing is attributed to single spin relaxation process rather than a conventional spin glass freezing.
In the present pyrochlore material, the substitution of Fe (3d) ions in the rare-earth Eu (4f) site creates a platform for the different f-f, f-d and d-d interactions which inevitably add additional complexity in the system, thus making the magnetic properties more interesting. These 4f-3d
interactions are reported to trigger several interesting phenomena in different systems including multiple magnetic transitions, spin reorientation transition; magneto-electric effect, magnetic field induced meta-magnetic transition etc [32] [33] [34] [35] . It is pertinent to mention here that the configuration of 4f orbital is highly localized and much more complex than that of 3d orbital, thus the additional competing magnetic interactions introduced by the Fe (3d) spins (i. ) study in presence of magnetic field at lower temperatures (T * <15 K). The observed new χ // peaks are purely field induced and associated to Fe doping. The spin relaxation responsible for the observed peaks is unusually slow. In the present paper, we have mainly focussed on investigating the field induced ac χ // peaks by varying both the fields and compositions to probe the possible origin of the peaks.
Moreover, a prior knowledge to the electronic states of the constituent ions essentially helps towards the understanding of origin of the structural and magnetic properties, hence, we have studied the electronic structure of our samples by x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) as well as x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) measurements. The synchrotron based XAS is a spectroscopic tool to probe electronic states of a matter. We have performed XAS and XMCD measurements on this system as these are rarely reported in the previous literatures.
II. Experimental Detail:
Polycrystalline beamline. In our case, total electron yield (TEY) mode has been used for recording XAS spectra because of its relatively easy experimental setup and high signal to noise ratio as compared to fluorescence yield.
III. Results and Discussion

A. Structural study
We examine the crystalline structure of the samples by refining the X-ray diffraction (XRD) data by Rietveld method using Fullprof software. The XRD pattern of all the three EFTO (x=0, 0.1, 0.2) samples along with its Rietveld refinement is shown in Fig. 1 . It suggests that the samples crystallize in pure cubic phase (space group Fd-3m with the positions of Eu,Fe,Ti, O1 and O2 at 16d,16d, 16c, 48f, 8c respectively) without any traces of impurities. The crystallographic information obtained from refinement of XRD pattern is summarized in the Table 1 . The values obtained for the goodness of fit (GOF) (which is defined by R wp /R exp , for a good fitting, the value should be less than 2) indicate the fitting to be reasonably good for all the samples. A pictorial representation of the crystal structure obtained through its refinement is shown in the upper inset of Fig. 1 . 
B. X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) study
In order to probe the electronic structure and get insight into the local structural order of the present systems, X-ray absorption spectra have been recorded at room temperature. Figure 2( . Similar L 3 -e g splitting was observed in TiO 2 , and it was attributed to the distortion in TiO 6 octahedra, which in turn gives rise to non-cubic ligand field effect [40] [41] . However, e g states, consisting of two orbitals ݀ ௫ మ ି௬ మ and݀ ௭ మ , are very sensitive to any distortion from TiO 6 octahedra pointing toward the nearest neighbour oxygen atoms. It is relevant to mention here that the L 3 -e g splitting into ݀ ௫ మ ି௬ మ and ݀ ௭ మ doublet for present system is similar to that of TiO 2 , unlike SrTiO 3 or BaTiO 3 in which Ti is in perfect O h symmetry [38, [40] [41] [42] [43] . Interestingly, the octahedral distortion in the system was predicted from the XRD analysis which has been already discussed. Thus, the XAS data is supporting the previous XRD data analysis. Hence, this effectively elucidates that Ti has distorted O h symmetry in the present pyrochlore, similar to TiO 2 . Eventually, the octahedral distortion is induced by the mismatch between the ionic radii of Eu 3+ /Ti 4+ ions and due to the presence of oxygen vacancy at 8a site on the ab-plane adjacent to the TiO 6 octahedra [44] . In fact, the XAS spectra are more sensitive to the tetragonal distortion as compared to the trigonal distortion of the TiO 6 octahedra [45] . It has been experimentally verified by the fact that for TiO 2 with rutile and anatase phases having tetragonal distortions of the TiO 6 octahedra, a clear asymmetric doublet is observed whereas a single symmetric peak is observed for ilmenite phase having trigonal octahedral distortion [45] . Thus, observation of the e g splitting in the present pyrochlore system suggests towards tetragonal distortion of the TiO 6 octahedra. It is interesting to note that the e g splitting is reduced with increased Fe doping (L 3 -e g splitting of energies ∆E ~ 0.93 eV, 0.72 eV and 0.63 eV are found for samples x=0.0, 0.1 and 0.2 respectively). This suggests that octahedral distortion in TiO 6 octahedra diminishes by Fe substitution while the Ti ions still remain in octahedral symmetry. Moreover, another feature which can be observed ( Fig. 2c) is that the relative intensities between the t 2g and e g peaks are getting changed systematically with increased Fe substitution. It is seemingly associated to the increased overlapping of transitions to the e g : ݀ ௫ మ ି௬ మ and ݀ ௭ మ states. As a matter of fact, for ordered pyrochlore structure, the difference in ionic radii between the A and B site ions should be large otherwise it transforms in to the disordered fluorite structure (if their ionic radii become similar) [46] . Hence, as Fe 3+ ions are substituted in the Eu 3+ site, due to the similar ionic radii of Ti 4+ and Fe 3+ , it is expected to trigger the local anti-site anionic disorder due to the changes in the local oxygen (mainly 48f site oxygen is responsible) site in the system [44, 46] . Factually, if we look at the TiL 2 edge, the peak position of peak D is observed to shift towards lower energy i.e. energy separation ∆E between C and D peaks is decreased with Fe substitution. Again, the intensity height ratio of these two peaks C and D (C peak is fitted with single peak with intensity I C while D peak is fitted with two peaks with intensities I D1 and I D2 due to its shoulder at higher energy i.e. the ratio is I C /I D1 +I D2 ) is found to diminish with Fe doping (not shown). Similar findings were observed in a Zr based pyrochlore system Nd 2-x Y x Zr 2 O 7 due to substitution of smaller cations Y 3+ in the Nd 3+ site [46] .Where, the local anionic disorder was gradually introduced due to site change of 48f/8b oxygen ions to 8a sites which eventually increased the local co-ordination of Zr ions from 6 to 7 (probed by X-ray absorption spectroscopy) [46] . Thus, the observation of such decreasing trend in the peak splitting energy and the intensity ratio with Fe substitution in the present Eu ions are substituted, due to the migration of oxygen ions (positioned at 48f or 8b) to the vacant 8a sites (which is triggered by the comparable ionic radii of Fe 3+ and Ti 4+ ), the octahedral distortion is reduced and the anionic disorder is introduced [44, 46] . However, the observation of relatively less L 3 -e g splitting for present systems as compared to that of TiO 2 (∆E~ 0.93 eV) suggests for relatively a smaller distortion from the perfect O h symmetry for all the three samples [40] .
However, this explanation of e g splitting still remains under debate because the distortion effect is too weak to produce significant e g splitting [47] . Later, P. Kruger claimed (by first-principles calculations on large number of clusters of TiO 6 ) that the e g splitting is not due to the local structure effects, but rather arises due to a long range crystal structure effect [48] and showed that experimentally observed L 3 -e g splitting could only be reproduced by taking at least an array of 60 atoms and hence this is a "non-local" effect having a length scale of 1 nm. Thus, it may also be plausible to explain the observed diminishing feature of the L 3 -e g splitting (with increased Fe doping)
as increased Fe doping introduces more disorder (due to random Fe 3+ ions substitution at A site and partial migration of some oxygen ions to 8a sites) in the system, long range structural ordering gets affected which changes the L 3 -e g patterns.
Two weak satellite peaks marked as S1and S2 exist at photon energies ~473 eV and ~476.7
eV can be found in TiL 2,3 XAS spectra of our systems. Similar satellite peaks were reported in Ti2p XAS spectra of TiO 2 . These satellite peaks can be presumably attributed to the effect of hybridization of Ti 4p, Ti 3d and Ti 4s states with ligand orbitals O 2p. M. Umeda et al. explained the origin of these types of satellite peaks through charge transfer (CT) process between O 2p valance band and unoccupied 3d states of transition metal ions to form hybridized intermediate states [49] . Eventually, the intensity and the position of these satellite peaks are decided by the hybridization energy between transition 3d and ligand O 2p states. It has been reported that the peak positions and the relative intensities of these satellite peaks can be theoretically reproduced using charge transfer energy and hybridization energy [50] . states. On the other hand, it is comprehensible that if the bonds were of ionic in nature, no such absorption peaks were found since they correspond to fully occupied O2p orbitals. It is interesting to note that the energy of splitting (∆E→ crystal field splitting) between t 2g and e g (A and B) peaks decreases gradually with increasing Fe substitution. Here, the position of the A peak is observed to remain merely fixed while the B peak shifts towards the lower energy (535.1 eV to 534.5 eV) which is consistent with the TiL 2-3 edge spectra. Again, this effect can be attributed to the change in the local environment (increase in the co-ordination) around Ti 4+ ions which is triggered by the anionic disorder introduced by the substitution of Fe ions with lower ionic radii [46] . Apart from this, the change in the splitting energy is expected due to the increasing overlap of the Fe3d states with the existing Ti3d-O2p hybridized states which is evident in the observed spectra. Moreover, looking at the second region (>537 eV), we can observe a prominent peak C which is followed by two broad features D and E which are originated from the hybridization of O2p and metallic s-p states [41] .
Again the shift in the peak position observed for the peak C can presumably be ascribed to the additional contribution coming from Fe4s-p states to the existing Ti4s-p and Eu5s-p states. A noticeable change can be observed in the broad features D and E which are flattened and gradually become weak as Fe concentration is increased. This is a clear indication of increasing disorder in the system (as broadening of these spectral features are known to be related to the diminishing long range structural order) which is being introduced by random Fe substitution in the Eu site [51] . Curie-Weiss law below 100K was successful, suggesting the system remains paramagnetic down to lowest available temperature ~2 K (Inset of Fig. 3(a) ). However, the small bifurcation or thermomagnetic irreversibility observed between the ZFC and FC curves suggests existence of spin frustration in this system. In the earlier report, it was seen that application of higher magnetic field ~1
T caused the two curves to merge completely, confirming the underlying spin frustration to be different than spin glass type [31] . The magnetization value is drastically enhanced with Fe 3+ ion substitution as evident in fig. 3 (b-d) . As a consequence of Fe 3+ ion substitution, the temperature independent plateau region is disappeared. Eventually, the magnetization increases with decreasing temperature and no magnetic phase transition is observed which can be ascribed to the positive f-d super exchange mechanism [53] . in altering the magnetic behaviour of the systems. Moreover, as evident from XRD analysis, the Fe substitution reduces the effective Eu-Eu distances which in turn enhance the exchange interactions among these spins. As can be seen from Fig. 3 (b -c) , the Fe doping (x=0.1 and 0.2) results in complete coincidence of ZFC and FC curves with each other unlike the pure sample (x=0.0) which suggests that the Fe substitution relieves the spin frustration in the system. However, if we take a closer view in the enlarged section of the ZFC FC curves (as shown in the sub-inset of Fig. 3b and c) very small (relative to that for pure system) thermo-remnant irreversibility can still be found, suggesting the presence of weaker spin frustration in the doped systems i.e. x=0.1 and 0.2. it is evident that the magnetization behaviour at lower temperature region shows very strong field dependence for both the Fe doped samples. Typically, such strong field dependence of the magnetization data also suggests towards the existence of magnetic ordering in the lower temperature region.
Understanding the above facts, the sharp rise in magnetization at low temperatures cannot be attributed to the CFE, hence other magnetic interactions, e.g., exchange interactions, dipolar interactions etc., should be taken into considerations to examine the origin behind such behaviour.
Therefore, to calculate the contributions of these different magnetic interactions, high temperature series expansion of the susceptibility (χ) = C [
] was considered [52, 55] . From linear fit of the plot "χT Vs " for the temperature range 2-5 K, the values of Curie Weiss temperature Ө ௪ , effective magnetic moment µ eff , exchange interaction energy J nn and dipolar interaction energy D nn were calculated (inset a,b and c of Fig.3 (d) ). The exchange interaction energy was calculated using the
, where z=6 be the co-ordination number. µ eff was determined using the relation where r nn refers to the distance between a Eu 3+ ion at (000) and its nearest neighbour at (a/4,a/4,0), a being the lattice constant of the unit cell [52, 56] . The calculated values of these parameters (J nn , D nn , µ eff , Ө cw )
determined from the aforementioned formulae are summarized in Table- interactions which consist of isotropic, anisotropic symmetric and anti-symmetric exchange interactions.
D. AC magnetization study
In contrast to dc magnetization study, ac-susceptibility study with different frequencies and fields allows us to probe the spin relaxation process [57] . We have already reported a spin freezing with an activation energy barrier E b =339 K. Single spin relaxation process was found to be responsible for the observed spin freezing. Since, the pyrochlore materials are highly ordered having minimal structural disorder or site randomness (<1%), (while the structural disorder is believed to be the origin of conventional spin glass transitions) observation of this new type of spin freezing other than spin glass was not very surprising [58] . (Fig. 5a ).
The curve χ / (x=0.1) shows a monotonous rise with increasing slope as temperature decreases for all the excitation frequencies of our study, a feature which is completely different from the x=0.0 sample. This is in strong contrast to the magnetic behaviour observed in the non-magnetic diluted system where the spin freezing transition was observed to be enhanced [31] . Eventually, little substitution of peaks clearly rules out the thermal relaxation process of the spins which follow Arrhenius law. Since, no such field induced transition is observed at low temperature in pure pyrochlore Eu 2 Ti 2 O 7 ; the transition must solely be associated with Fe 3+ ion. As a matter of fact, site-randomness is believed to be a source of typical spin glass freezing and in this case, the Fe substitution may cause random occupancy of Eu and Fe spins which in turn can give rise to spin glass type freezing. However,the newly observed χ // peaks do not appear as a glassy transition, firstly as the typical spin glass peaks are quite broad and they are frequency dependent while the observed χ // peaks are sharp and merely frequency independent (Fig.5d) . Secondly, the temperature variation of dc magnetization curves (for x=0.1 sample) has neither showed any anomaly related to spin glass transitions nor any bifurcation was observed between ZFC and FC curves near this temperature T * . Hence, the origin of the observed transition seems to be something else than spin glass. However, to further elucidate the intriguing physics regarding the observed peak, we have investigated the ac susceptibility measurements with increasing fields and increased Fe concentration (x=0.2). It is visible in the Fig. 7 (c), with increasing field H, the freezing temperature gets shifted towards higher temperature, which is in a strong contrast to a spin glass transition [60] . This further cancels out the possibility of getting spin glass transition in the observed peaks. It can be noted that with increasing field H, the drop in χ / increases progressively forming a local maxima below 10K (Fig. 7a) .
To investigate the effect of increased doping (Fe) concentration, we have performed similar ac susceptibility measurements on x=0.2 sample. In Fig. 8(a-d) (T * ~6 K to 8 K) starts appearing as observed in previous case (x=0.1), [ Fig. 8(b&d) ]. The only noticeable difference that can be noted that for x=0.1, the peak position of field induced χ // peak is at ̴ 4 K (H=1 T) and for x=0.2, the position is at ~ 6 K (H=1T). Hence, Fe substitution causes the χ // peak positions to shift towards higher temperature. Surprisingly, though the field induced transition shifts its position with Fe doping, the single ion spin freezing peak is observed to remain unshifted. It should be mentioned here, in Dy x Tb 2-x Ti 2 O 7 (DTTO) hybrid system, two distinct field induced peaks in ac susceptibility were reported, where higher temperature peak is around 16K (associated to single ion freezing) and a new peak near 12K (varies with applied dc field and Dy concentration) [61] . The origin of the field induced peak (~12 K) which is associated to Tb 3+ is still not clear, as it showed unusual jump in the thermal energy barrier with small amount of Tb 3+ substitution. There are qualitative differences between field induced peaks reported in DTTO and peaks observed in the present Eu 2-x FexTi 2 O 7 (EFTO). Both the observed peaks in DTTO are thermally activated and they are emerged when external field is applied. Whereas for the EFTO, the higher temperature peaks (T f ~35 K) are thermally activated but the lower temperature (4 K<T * <8 K)) field induced peaks don't follow Arrhenius behaviour and thus they are not thermally activated, hence arenot related to CF states of Eu 3+ . Again, though the lower temperature (4 K<T * <8 K) peaks are originated by external field influence, the higher temperature (T f~3 5 K) peaks are not enhanced by external fields unlike in DTTO. Most interestingly, one can note that unlike the higher temperature (T f~3 5 K) freezing in EFTO, where upon decreasing frequency the ac χ // peaks get suppressed, the lower temperature field induced χ // peaks show monotonous growth even at 10 Hz, (Fig. 7(d) ). The growing χ // peaks at such a low frequency (10 Hz) clearly suggests an unusually slow relaxation of spins at this low temperature region (4 K<T * <8 K). It is in strong contrast with common convention that strong applied magnetic field would cause a faster spin relaxation to achieve an equilibrium spin state. However, the observed phenomena could be explained in different ways. To elucidate the observed slow relaxation, the field induced local maxima observed in χ / may be addressed to "single moment saturation" which states "in presence of a sufficiently high field, the susceptibility associated to thermal fluctuations of spins approaches zero both at high temperatures and as T→0 K" [62] . at comparatively higher temperatures(T>20 K) [62] . The similar kind of unusually slow spin relaxation was observed in these systems. The reason behind such slow relaxation can be explained by the formation of correlated regions inter-linked by strong dipolar interactions in these strongly polarized systems, where some spins are polarized along and some are oppositely polarized to the applied field. Hence due to the presence of large energy barrier to switch these oppositely oriented spins, the relaxation becomesextremely slow, thus it can even be detected by ac susceptibility even at such a low frequency of 10 Hz. Earlier, in dc magnetization study, we have observed rise of dipolar interaction with Fe substitution (Table 1) , hence it can in turn give rise to such correlated spin polarized regions, which may thus raise such unusually slow spin relaxation. Thus the single moment saturation effect can elucidate this low temperature field induced transition quite reasonably.
However, the dipolar interaction is still not strong enough as compared to other strongly correlated paramagnets like TTO. However, on looking at the narrow sharp distribution of these χ // peaks, an alternative explanation which can be given is that it may indicate some type of magnetic ordering at low temperature which was manifested in sharp rise in dc magnetization curves at low temperatures.
It is relevant to note here that rise of ferromagnetic ordering was already suggested by the dc M(T) data analysis by spin wave model. As mentioned before, the increasing applied magnetic field causes the peaks χ // (T) to shift towards higher temperature indicating rise of ferromagnetic interactions [63] .
Again minimal frequency dependence of the χ // (T) peaks also suggest a magnetic ordering. Hence, upon inspection on the sharp nature and the frequency independence of these field induced χ // peak positions, development of ferromagnetic ordering can be a possible origin of the observed transition.
Another rare possibility of getting slow spin relaxation may be due to the change in spin-phonon interactions through Fe substitution. Since the mass difference between the two elements is quite large i.e. Eu is almost 3 times heavier than Fe, the Fe substitution would cause appreciable change in the spin phonon spectrum of the system which can result in slow relaxation of the spins.
Conclusion
We have synthesized and characterized the pyrochlore compound of Eu symmetry in Ti octahedral coordination in EFTO which is similar to the octahedral distortion present in the rutile and anatase TiO 2 phase. The octahedral distortion was also evident from the X-ray diffraction analysis as it showed sizeable distortion present in the TiO 6 octahedra. However, the octahedral distortion is originated from the absence of interstitial anionic vacant site 8a lying close to the TiO 6 octahedra. Further investigations showed that the octahedral distortion gets diminished appreciably with the Fe doping which is attributed to the anionic disorder introduced by the comparable ionic radii of Ti 4+ and Fe 3+ (which is required for forming disordered fluorite structure).
Both the TiL 2-3 and O K edge XAS spectra analysis showed that the effective co-ordination of the Ti 
